
Race Suicide

The Moral Economy of Birth Control, 1903–1908

Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it.
Genesis 1:28

I have not that strong obligation that they say ties men to the future, by the
children that succeed to their name and honour . . . I am but toomuch tied to
the world, and to this life of myself; I am content to be in fortune’s power by
circumstances properly necessary to my being, without otherwise enlarging
her jurisdiction over me.

Michel de Montaigne1

**
In 1901 a young journalist named Bessie Van Vorst visited Perry,
New York, a small and muddy mill town near Rochester. She planned
to live among Perry’s seamstresses for several weeks, document their
working conditions, and write about her experiences as a “lady” among
workers. She rented a room and took a job in the local shirt-making
factory.

Perry’s “mill girls” worked long hours and lived in crowded, slapdash
boardinghouses. But they did not exhibit the same hopelessness Van Vorst
had encountered during an earlier stint at a pickle factory in Pittsburgh.Many
of the young seamstresses, Van Vorst wrote with surprise, were not in Perry
out of hardship. Instead they worked eleven-hour days out of a desire for
independence from their modestly prosperous families, toiling at least partly
“for pleasure” – for weekends and evenings of shopping, lakeside amuse-
ments, and dalliances with young men. Many of them appeared happy.2

But what seemed a very American “triumph of individualism” in youth
quickly became a less admirable disregard for “the important decisions of
life,” Van Vorst warned. Some of the girls married, but all deferred
motherhood in favor of greater financial and domestic freedom. “I never
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saw a baby nor heard of a baby while I was in the town,” she wrote of her
three weeks in Perry. Instead she heard gossip, occasional tales of heart-
break, and many appreciations of recently purchased velvet ribbons or
lace. What a shame, lamented Van Vorst, that fleeting material concerns
were taking the place of “tenderness, reverence, gratitude, protection . . .

the feelings which one generation awakens for another.”3

Van Vorst’s magazine article would have passed quickly into obscurity
had it not found its way to Theodore Roosevelt’s desk. The young pre-
sident, an anxious student of demographic matters, read it and promptly
dispatched a reply to the author:

I must write you a line to say how much I have appreciated your article . . . But to
me there is a most melancholy side to it, when you touch upon what is
fundamentally infinitely more important than any other question in this
country – that is, the question of race suicide, complete or partial.4

Roosevelt continued for several paragraphs, moving from melancholy to
anger. Seeing the letter, a publisher asked Van Vorst to quickly compile
her magazine work on laboring women into a book prefaced with the
president’s note. In February 1903 the book was ready, and Roosevelt’s
message reached the press. One passage in particular echoed across the
country:

If aman orwoman, through no fault of his or hers, goes throughout life denied those
highest of all joys which spring only from home life, from the having and bringing
up ofmany healthy children, I feel for them deep and respectful sympathy . . . But the
man orwomanwhodeliberately avoidsmarriage, and has a heart so cold as to know
no passion and a brain so shallow and selfish as to dislike having children, is in effect
a criminal against the race, and should be an object of contemptuous abhorrence by
all healthy people.5

Roosevelt’s words caused a sensation among Americans more accustomed
to hearing presidents address such issues as tariff rates, railroad regulation,
or the navy. To Roosevelt, however, statesmen’s typical concerns were of
“wholly ephemeral importance, compared with the questions that go
straight to the root of things.” “It goes without saying that, for the race as
for the individual, nomaterial prosperity, no business growth, no artistic of
scientific development, will count, if the race commits suicide.”6

For the youthful “cowboy president” to introduce such an earthy topic,
intruding himself on the homes and bedrooms of his constituents, struck
many Americans as barbaric and crude, others as eccentric or comic. For
the most part, though, Roosevelt’s outcry inspired respectful, earnest, and
sympathetic consideration, notably in the period’s preeminent public
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forum, the daily press. “Anyone can discuss it,” one editor wrote in 1903,
“It is a matter that concerns every family and is of universal interest; no
wonder it is profusely considered.”7

Ongoing public interest in “race suicide” was partly the result of
Roosevelt’s long personal crusade, which lasted until his death in 1919.
More important, however, were the knock-on efforts of journalists and
citizens who, Roosevelt aside, felt qualified to speak to the matter by
virtue of their own life experience. Letters to the editor, editorials, ser-
mons, speeches, and miscellaneous commentary rebounded through the
press and the culture at large. Where reproductive practices had pre-
viously been too obscure or too delicate a topic to merit wide public
attention, now debate flourished. Following Roosevelt, cultural observers
felt sanctioned to contribute to a new body of social thought – to speak
aloud on subjects previously hushed.8

public opinion before polling

To survey that body of thought this chapter uses 605 newspaper articles –
editorials, letters to the editor, and reportage – published in nine major
U.S. newspapers between 1903 and 1908. Each article deals directly and
primarily with questions of reproductive ethics.

Why this medium? During the 1900s newspapers saturated American
culture. More circulated per day than there were households to consume
them. Before radio, television, or the internet, with the media market
largely to themselves, big dailies acted as clearinghouses for popular
conventions and ideals. “Organized gossip” was papers’ stock in trade,
as the sociologist Charles Horton Cooley wrote in 1909: “the sort of
intercourse that people formerly carried on at cross-road stores or over
the back fence.”

This enlargement of gossip . . . promotes a widespread sociability and sense of
community . . . It also tends powerfully, through the fear of publicity, to enforce
a popular, somewhat vulgar, but sound and human standard of morality.9

Editors avoided straying too far from the presumed opinions of their
readerships, particularly in charged matters of everyday morality.
Newspapers served as “narrators” and “advocates” but most importantly
“as weathercocks,” observed the early public-opinion theorist James
Bryce. “They indicate by their attitude what those who conduct them
and are interested in their circulation take to be the prevailing opinion of
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their readers. It is . . . as an index and mirror of public opinion that the
press is looked to. This is the function it chiefly aims at discharging.”10

Newspapers’ “back fence” and “weathercock” functions have long
inspired attempts by sociologists to mine them for social data. In 1910

Max Weber, and in 1912 Alvan Tenney, proposed large-scale press-
monitoring projects to record what Tenney called “social weather.”
These projects were frustrated by logistical constraints. In the twenty-
first century, however, large text-searchable databases have vastly
reduced the time costs of compiling thematically focused media materials.
This chapter takes advantage of that development by working from
samples gathered in one large database for the period 1903–1908;
Chapter 3 uses the same method for 1927–1935.11

Each article was coded for the presence of any of twenty-three
“frames” on fertility decline, such as “economic rationality” or “religios-
ity” (Figures A.1 and A.2; see Appendix). The frames measure simple
frequencies, usually without tracking commentators’ degrees of emphasis
on, or approval for, the idea in question. So if an editorialist elaborately
disparaged religious dogma, then briefly argued that small families
allowed for better education, the “religion” and “education” frames
would be marked equally, as single mentions. Frame frequencies are
thus intended to reflect the raw prominence of various ways of thinking
about birth control, especially as they changed between the 1900s and
1930s. Nuances of opinion I address qualitatively.12

The newspapers (Table A.1) were “establishment” broadsheets and
papers of record. The people who wrote for these papers, or had their
views aired in them, were predominantly white, middle class, native born,
and city based. They were overwhelmingly male (85 percent), as were
most readers. Few women wrote for newspapers in the 1900s, sent letters
to editors, or occupied public positions that made their views news-
worthy. This gender disparity biased the sample towards Roosevelt-style
pronatalism, since female moralists were more likely than their male
counterparts to support birth control.13

Finally, observers held vague and mostly unspoken assumptions about
who composed the endangered “race” in “race suicide.” In the decades
around 1900 “race” could designate almost any group of people – or all
humankind – and Roosevelt was markedly nonspecific in drawing racial
borders. What he and other commentators meant by “average men and
women,” however, was the country’s dominant majority: white; nonin-
digent; civically engaged; native born or “the self-respecting son or
daughter of immigrants.” Tacitly excluded from this “us” were three
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large but marginalized populations – African-Americans, poor recent
immigrants, and the white native indigent – who together made up
roughly one-quarter of the country’s 76 million people. Those groups,
for their part, largely ignored race suicide or treated it as a dominant-class
issue. Though birthrates were falling among African-Americans, the poor,
and immigrants’ descendants, no equivalent moral panic ensued in those
communities. W.E.B. Du Bois, for example, spoke of race suicide as
a problem of “modern European culture nations,” and speculated that
“the Negro race may teach the world something” on “mother-love and
family instinct.”14

explaining fertility decline: self and society

For years Roosevelt wondered if his pronouncements on race suicide were
unbecoming of a president. Ultimately he excused himself – in part
because his ideas were popular. A majority of all newspaper commenta-
tors supported the president’s pronatalism (55 percent), while just 15 per-
cent dissented; the remainder took neutral or ambivalent stances (Figure
A.3). At the poles of opinion pronatalism was even more dominant:
26 percent of writers expressed strong support, just 6 percent strong
dissent. This support would decline dramatically in the two decades that
followed, but in Roosevelt’s time, it held sway.15

American observers tended to see falling birthrates as a complexmoral-
historical issue concerning the changing relationship of self to society.
Most commentators assumed, regardless of personal opinion and before
assigning specific causes, that the driving force behind falling birthrates
was “the modern spirit of individualism,” as one editorial board put it.
For the pronatalists whose views provided a baseline for public discussion,
it was obvious that “selfishness” drove the small-family trend, and that
this moral failure constituted a fundamental near-term threat to the
nation’s survival. Families were half the size they had been in the early
republic. If fertility rates continued on their apparent trajectory towards
zero, American institutions would not be transmitted through the family,
new immigrants would not assimilate, and the culture would fail.16

For some pronatal moralists this disintegration was a tragic paradox of
progress. There was nothing to be done: Civilizations rose and fell in
unbreakable cycles of death and rebirth. More often, though, it was
a call to the barricades. “All important general laws bear hard at times
on the individual,” chided a Boston clergyman. Calls to subordinate vain
selfhood to the timeless collective were legion. “Starting with the race
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which is all race and no individual at all,” wrote a physician of post-
protozoan evolution, “we may end up with the individual which is all
individual – the race thus coming to an end.”Other moralists condemned
their “small-souled” peers for transgressions such as avoiding children in
favor of leisure, career, wealth, or adventure.17

Differences of degree, not kind, separated pro-Roosevelt stalwarts
from birth control’s defenders. “All the readers will agree with me,”
a woman wrote to her newspaper editor, “when I say that race suicide
in the eyes of the Almighty God is a terrible sin. On the other hand,
improper treatment of innocent children when better can be had is
another.” Everyone objected to cultural extinction, and everyone objected
to a tenth child being born into a family where nine went hungry.18

The dissentingminority,meanwhile, saw reproductive individualism as
a benign trend, in line with Americans’ time-honored genius for practical
self-improvement and intergenerational striving. The immediate-term
welfare of individuals or nuclear families, rather than the permanence of
the social body, was the most appropriate unit in evaluating reproductive
ethics. “Large families are not the salvation of the nation,” a New York
milliner told a reporter. “Better one child well brought up than a dozen
neglected.”19

Birth control’s strongest defenders trusted that conscientious indivi-
dual action would not harm society, much less extinguish it, and indeed
might strengthen America in the long run. Where Roosevelt and his allies
assumed a need for strong moral standards that would check human
depravity, birth control supporters looked optimistically and pragmati-
cally to the observable good nature and well-being of small families
around them. “The two sons of the well-to-do New York business man,
whom he can feed with the best cuts of beef, rear with intelligent disci-
pline, and prepare for useful careers,” one editorialist observed, “will be
physically, morally, and mentally superior to the whole dozen children in
the fecund family of the Italian laborer of the tenements.”The Italian, too,
would “in time become a section boss, and his son a contractor, who will
in turn send his comparatively few children to college.”20

Reproductive liberalism of this kind mimicked the economic and
political liberalism that permeated respectable American opinion.
Though reproductive liberals were aware of their minority status and
quick to acknowledge the biological continuum’s importance, they
eagerly played on their fellow citizens’ devotion to individual liberty. Self-
interest had to be trusted to serve the common interest. Just as individual
economic or political decisions might seem shortsighted and yet produce
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a system preferable to any other, reproductive decisions could be made on
short time horizons, for selfish motives and based on mundane concerns,
yet result in a better overall social outcome.

Critics of all opinions could agree that reproductive control was an
individual right, the legal restriction of which would be undesirable even if
it were possible. But whereas pronatalists viewed that right’s exercise with
regret, liberalizers emphasized with remarkable uniformity birth control’s
positive effects on the population’s “quality,” if not “quantity.” Over
a third made this quality-quantity argument explicitly; most others did so
implicitly. Smaller families, far from threatening the nation, civilized it.
Rather than plunging inexorably to zero, birthrates would reach a self-
governing equilibrium point where quality was maximized and quantity
adequate to replace population. Somewhere in human nature or instinct,
an invisible hand ensured this balance. Rather than an existential menace,
mass birth control was another modern triumph of rational liberalism
over the blind inertia of nature, patriarchy, or clerical fatalism. Believing
in one’s fellow citizens’ ability to act responsibly in this way was akin to
believing in the promise of democracy.

Distinctive as this position was in the public forum, birth control’s
defenders were few and cautious. Only a handful of speakers overtly
challenged the idea that individuals owed a reproductive debt to society –
asking, for example, “if people do not want to have children, whose
business is it but their own?” and proposing that Roosevelt “ought not
make such an old woman of himself.” Arguments such as these antici-
pated a more private view of reproductive ethics that would become
common later in the century, and eventually win formal acceptance in
the U.S. Supreme Court in 1965. But in the 1900s radical reproductive
liberalism remained unusual. By consensus, children remained a form of
community property, and childrearing remained a legitimate interest of
the collective. The question was how parents could best serve the social
organism.21

In the absence of many voices denying any reproductive debt to society,
citizen moralists divided over exactly how many children constituted
repayment. Nearly all parties considered zero- or one-child families self-
ish, except in unusual circumstances. Two-child families were considered
small, though some liberalizers defended them as adequate for high-
quality social reproduction. Roosevelt and most of his allies wanted
more: “all that I have ever said,” the president wrote to E.A. Ross, “was
that here in America, if the average family able to have children at all did
not have three or four children, the American bloodwould die out –which
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is a statement not only of morals but of mathematics.” A family standard
of at least three children seemed necessary to replace population, given
high rates of child mortality and the permanent minority of childless
people.22

Precise accountancy of this kind was a side issue for most commen-
tators, however. More important were fundamental moral divides that
predisposed some couples to accept children at any number, while
disposing others in the opposite direction. The key question was how
to interpret intergenerational shifts in these divides – whether to call
the new ways selfish or conscientious, spiritually shortsighted or prac-
tically farsighted.

moral economy

Within this broad self-society framework, moralists hadmany ideas about
what caused their peers to have one number of children or another (Figure
A.1). Economic factors were most important: 43 percent of commentators
thought economic calculation depressed fertility, and/or associated large
families with poverty. By comparison, 23 percent mooted the next-most
common frame: changes in perceived divine or natural order. Insofar as
the declining birthrate was a specific sort of social problem, rather than
a generalized moral upheaval, it was an economic question before all
else.23

In reproductive matters, however, economic reasoning was inextric-
able from moral intuition. For citizen moralists, lines between healthy
economic “prudence” and malignant greed or selfishness were fluid,
unclear, and ultimately drawn by feelings for the right more than deliber-
ate calculations of cost and benefit. Reproductive questions demanded
reflection on money’s rightful purposes, not the most rational ways to use
it. Virtually no one disputed the small family’s rationality, but one mor-
alist’s enlightened foresight and self-respect was another’s pettiness or
cowardice.24

Half of all “economic” commentators made explicit, disapproving
connections between economy and morality – framing small families as
an outgrowth of luxury or decadence. “What were formerly the luxuries
of the rich have become the necessities of the poor,” one complained.
“Commercialitis,” “money-love,” “the siren calls of fashion,” “the patent
leather life . . . the universal climb on the social staircase”: all these
tempted the selfish, particularly in cities. “Where money makes for self-
indulgence,” one aphorist wrote, “children make for self-denial.”25
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The other half of economic-minded observers were less overtly mor-
alistic. For some, a small family was an adaptive means of maintaining or
advancing one’s economic position (the “rationality” frame). For others
it was a way of avoiding becoming poor or behaving like the poor
(“poverty”). These observers took some measure of moral responsibility
from the individual and placed it on “society” or “the times.” Uncertain
economic circumstances pushed modern people to protect themselves by
limiting their families. Just a quarter of “rationality” or “poverty”
commentators, however, saw socioeconomic pressures as sufficient to
explain the small-family trend. For the remainder, decisions about ferti-
lity occurred at the nexus of economic self-interest and equally essential
contingencies concerning God, natural order, modernization, or some
other definitive realm of experience. Just one in ten commentators
framed declining birthrates as the simple result of individual-level
rational economic choice, without disparaging “love of display and
luxuries” or otherwise complicating the context in which such choices
were made.26

Even the strictest rationalists, meanwhile, often took a moral tack –

heaping scorn on the all-powerful economic systems that encouraged
small families. “For the capitalists to condemn the masses because they
limit their families is like blaming a man for being prostrate when we have
knocked him down,”wrote one editorialist. Until the “strenuous rush for
wealth” was moderated, another observer wrote, well-intentioned
Americans would remain “victims of circumstance”: “race suicide must
continue until the economic problem is solved.”27

For all the importance Americans attached to economic calculation as
a factor in fertility decline, then, it would be less accurate to say that
economics dominated the conversation than to say moral economy did so.
Fertility decline was not the product of changing economic structures
per se, nor of people comprehending birth control’s rationality for the
first time. It arose as people rethought life’s end purposes, including
standards of material comfort and security.28

The Rooseveltian majority thought moral priority should go to eternal
orders, not material comfort, except in extreme circumstances.
The dissident minority saw dignity in their peers’ higher economic expec-
tations and careful planning. For neither group were parents mere eco-
nomic actors; they were moral agents whose departures from past
standards would reinforce themselves over time. Their actions seemed
destined to bring about a radically new climate of belief about the place
of children in a good life, for better or worse.29
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worldliness and transcendence

If the moral economics of self and society underpinned many
Americans’ understandings of why families had become smaller,
a second overarching frame on fertility decline concerned the interplay
of worldly pragmatism and transcendence. “Pragmatic” and “trans-
cendent” were not common terms in the race suicide debate, but they
capture two ubiquitous ideas from it. Transcendent-minded people’s
first references were to otherworldly objects such as God, natural
order, or imagined timeless continuums like the family or society.
Pragmatists focused on the present material world and the individual’s
mastery of it. Family size was determined in part by parents’ orienta-
tions towards the immediate here and now, on the one hand, or the
eternal and universal, on the other.

The transcendent-minded had more children. They were less likely to
see their life’s primary meaning in terms of observable rewards accumu-
lated in a lifetime. Rather than regarding themselves as cosmic end-pro-
ducts, they found meaning in mystical chains of being that fulfilled the
intentions of a higher power. Their view to eternity helped them glide over
the day-to-day concerns of raising children in any number.

Pragmatists had fewer children because they weighed risk more care-
fully and doubted the reality or authority of invisible moral orders. They
might have transcendent or quasi-transcendent goals in other realms, such
as career, learning, art, social service, or mystical discovery, but were less
likely to express their desire for self-expansion in the irreversible, costly,
physical form of a biological family.

Regardless of approval for birth control, most commentators assumed
that Americans were becoming less transcendent-minded in general, less
likely to steer transcendent impulses into children, and consequently less
inclined to take existential pride in a large family. This trend chafed
pronatalists despite the fact that many of them, Roosevelt included,
would not have hesitated to call themselves pragmatists and include
pragmatism among American culture’s signal virtues. The same skeptical
practicality that made Americans self-reliant democrats and tradesmen
was petty and graceless when applied to the family. It showed a lack,
Roosevelt argued, of “devotion to high ideals, a proper care for the things
of the spirit.”30

In reproductive matters at least, pronatalists encouraged their peers to
cast their gaze on the infinite horizon rather than matters of the day.
“Do not sell your soul for a few earthly desires,” one moralist warned
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parents. “This life is short, and will soon fade away.”A humorist mocked
childless couples’ pettiness and myopia with a fifty-item list of points over
which a divorcing husband and wife had quarreled: “ . . . because the
Mormons are not Indians; because pineapples do not grow in Canada;
because he fell in the creek; because he shot the pig; because he sat down
on his hat; and BECAUSE THEY HAD NO CHILDREN.”31

Liberalizers framed worldly pragmatism favorably. Family limitation
was a rejection of “blind fatalism,” a recognition of “sin, disease, distress,
and . . . uncertainty,” and an embrace of the modern duty “to perfect the
practical comfort and well being of the world.” A new millennium would
occur exactly when people ceased to “believe everything is in the hands of
Providence, that the Lord alone is responsible and that the Lord will
provide.” No holy spirit demanded, sent, educated, or provided for chil-
dren. It was no longer the fashion, thankfully, “to let . . . children take the
common chance in life.” Instead, reproduction presented a series of com-
plex but solvable technical problems, the end of which could be a “better
world.” The president was “right” about race suicide, conceded the
Chicago Tribune’s editors, but they could not fault parents for acting
pragmatically: “Beneath all exaggerations there exists the big fact that
children are no longer casual happenings. Every new human life is more
and more a problem and a responsibility.”32

Questions of worldliness and transcendence pervaded discussion of the
role of God and nature in family size. Though the Bible offered contra-
dictory messages on family size, most Americans assumed the Christian
God wanted his flock to bear children abundantly. God had commanded
his people to “be fruitful” and killed Onan for “spilling his seed on the
ground.” Clergy and devout laypeople mixed these common scriptural
references into cloudier evocations of Christians’ obligation to perpetuate
a species God had created in his own image.

Theology interested few commentators, however. Formal religious
teaching was worth little in the face of slackening religious or mystical
feeling – a key variable in the small-family trend. “The evil is deep
seated,” wrote one pronatalist citizen, “and the harder to combat that
its votaries fall into it of their free will, require no organization, supply
their own public opinion, and are beyond the reach of the law. The only
law that can affect it is the law of God; the only tribunal that can check it is
in the individual soul.” Invocations of declining religious obedience, such
as a doctor’s insistence that previous generations had “heeded the injunc-
tion of the Bible to ‘multiply on the face of the earth,’”were comparatively
rare.33
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If traditional theism seemed less important than general transcendent-
mindedness, it also took a back seat to informal sensibilities about nature
and natural law.Whatever a person believed about divine commandment,
a sense that transcendent Nature “wanted” or demanded reproduction
was uniquely important for action. A couple was more likely to have any
number of children if a new birth provided them a sense of connection to
the universe and a feeling of doing its work. Mystical naturism thus
paralleled formal theism and complemented its attention to eternal
order. But naturism also held special power in a self-consciously modern
and material world, since it required no belief in God, knowledge of
doctrine, or acceptance of specific prophetic teachings.34

Naturist arguments flourished in tandem with criticism of urban vice
and corruption, a common trope of the period. Race suicide was “nature’s
protest against the unnatural town life.” Childless urbanites had lost
touch with “the delights of life where one can observe the beauties of
nature.” “The cities and the rush of things” were “breaking up the home
or making it unfruitful.” Some critics believed race suicide was inevitable
unless more families could be kept on the land, in contact with wild
nature – or at least moved to “suburban cottages inhabited mainly by
children.” Prospects for this sort of reform appeared grim. “What with
shortened lives, bachelorhood, late or childless marriages, and small
families,” E.A. Ross wrote in an op-ed, “the cities constitute so many
blast furnaces where the talented rise and become incandescent, to be sure,
but for all that are incinerated without due replacement.”35

Compounding cities’ inherent moral deficiencies was the practical pro-
blem of landlord discrimination against large families. Most American
city-dwellers rented their homes, and landlords had both the right and
inclination to turn away tenants based on the number and unruliness of
their children. With Roosevelt’s campaign, this practice came under fire.
Landlords were ridiculed for posting signs prohibiting “Dogs and
Children” and levying surcharges on large families. Stories circulated
about a Brooklyn woman with five children who had been turned down
by eighty-seven apartment houses despite her husband’s steady job.
Illustrious inventors, businesspeople, and political leaders had received
similar treatment. “The penalty of raising a family,” reported
The Washington Post, “is banishment to a section of the city where the
streets are unpaved and ill-lighted, and the quarters squalid.” Antichild
landlords seemed to incarnate the spiritual myopia of city life.36

The matter of family housing inspired a few social entrepreneurs to
construct apartment buildings designed for families. One in Alton,
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Illinois, featured multiple playgrounds, “sand heaps,” and perks for new
parents like baby carriages and three months’ free rent. The owner
received an invitation to the White House. Housing discrimination also
inspired most of the few traditional policy proposals to emerge from the
race suicide debate. Chicago, Boston, Cleveland, Denver, Los Angeles,
and other cities considered restricting landlords’ ability to discriminate
against families. None of the laws passed, however, and most observers
continued to see cities’ problems as primarily moral rather than legal and
residential. “The landlord who insists on barring the Rooseveltian family
may bring down on his selfish head the opprobrium of the anti-race
suicide clubs,” wrote the Chicago Tribune, “but he has the law with
him . . . It is impossible, by mere legislative fiat, to cause the milk of
human kindness to well forth from the barren paps of the perverted soul
whose only god is self.”The basic problem, given that cities seemed set to
grow indefinitely, was to infuse the new Babylons with the godly natur-
alness of the countryside and the past.37

In this quest, naturism and religious teaching often melded together.
American Protestants had long detected in “nature” both dangerous wild-
ness and earthly clues to divine intent. As modernist Protestants adapted
their teachings to science and abstracted their God, the idea that semidi-
vine nature demanded reproduction remained one belief that united them
with traditionalists. Among educated Catholics, meanwhile, natural law
was an oft-cited underpinning of formal theology. “All violations of the
laws of nature are violations of God’s laws and must ultimately be
punished,” declared one Catholic clergyman. God’s will and nature’s
demands merged into one another.38

More than a complement to religious belief, however, moralists
invoked natural order as an alternate cosmic force, omitting any
reference to formal theism. The advice writer Mary Terhune skewered
bloodless city women who refused to nurse their children, since that
act demoted them from “refined intellectual beings” to “mammal
females.” Elite writers, summoning the common association of the
working classes with natural vitality, used the innocent-spirited, out-
door-living poor as foils for the conniving, velvet-walled rich. One
writer recounted the parable of three brothers in Philadelphia:
a corrupt official without children, an anxious postman with two,
and a boisterous oyster seller who lived happily in a shanty with his
sixteen children. “A wealthy lady, childless . . . offered to take any one
of the sixteen and make him her heir,” whereupon the peddler’s wife
indignantly “drove her from the house with a broom,” her “rage
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aroused at the idea that she could be asked to spare one when she only
had sixteen.” Race suicide was a disorder of the denatured – men and
women who had mastered their animal natures to the point of losing
them entirely, and lived in and for an “artificial world” of bricks,
crowds, business, refined tastes, and social anxieties. Valuing life
across generations seemed to require that survival itself remain
a struggle, as it was in the animal kingdom, among the working
classes, and on the land. To invest oneself completely in the super-
fluities of human creation was to die completely.39

Many naturists were secular Protestants who had been influenced by
Charles Darwin and his interpreters. Roosevelt himself was typical of this
group. Lambasting aNew Jersey preacher who advised his flock to confine
themselves to two children so they could “taste a few good things,” the
president thundered:

The people who had acted on this base and selfish doctrine would [soon give] place
to others with braver and more robust ideals. Nor would such a result be in any
way regrettable; for a race that practiced such doctrine . . . would thereby
conclusively show that it was unfit to exist, and that it had better give place to
people who had not forgotten the primary laws of their being.

Roosevelt’s disingenuous endorsement of nature over nation was tarter
than other moralists’ naturism, but no less convinced that natural law
demanded a new kind of piety.40

In the discussion of nature and procreation were echoes of old
theological debates within Protestantism. Some commentators believed
“nature” demanded that morally free humans conform to its dictates;
others considered it a predestinatory force. The former position was
more common, but a smaller group of naturists took the more fatal-
istic view, declaring that American civilization, as a body, was aging
and entering organic decline. “Civilization has always carried within
itself the seeds of its own decay,” one columnist wrote. “We cannot
escape the penalty that every dominant race has paid to nature.” From
this perspective the passing of civilizations was bittersweet, inevitable,
and perhaps even romantically beautiful. E.A. Ross called it the “the-
ory of national afternoons.”41

For the majority who wished to believe in freely willed agency, appeals
to nature-religion were not always the answer. Roosevelt’s naturism
struck some respectable people as “animal” or sensual, and the president
faced occasional criticism as a “pagan.”More than once the president was
compelled to clarify that he was not calling for unrestrained sexuality or
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nihilistic biological competition among peoples. Rather than “an instiga-
tion to a riot of physical forces in mankind,” an administration surrogate
wrote in 1903, the president was making “an appeal to the moral being.”
His efforts were “merely a protest against a form of selfishness which robs
nature of her perfect work.”42

Regardless of their exact views on nature and God, most pronatalists
agreed that the central question in the race suicide debate was how to
instill transcendent-mindedness in urbanizing, secularizing Americans.
Whether this vision was rooted in naturist mysticism, divine revelation,
or both was less important than whether any vision of the eternal could
remain viable in places “where the sky is seen only as a rift between solid
walls of masonry.”No one wanted a full reversion to the “old times,” but
nearly everyone hoped that children would retain some hold on the
transcendent imagination – enough, at least, to provide reasonable con-
tinuity to the American experiment.43

time

Moral time formed the final major dividing line between parents of small
and large families. For citizen moralists, anyone who rejected modernity,
wholly or in part, tended to havemore children. So did people whose sense
of relevant time extended beyond their lifetimes and far into the past and
future. Pronatalists thus pleaded for expansive views of relevant time.
“Individuals,” scolded one, were “deliberately, in their own persons,
putting an end to the process – millions of years in duration – which has
produced them.” Parents, lamented another, seemed to see children as
“mere chattel” rather the fulfillment of a sublime rite. “There are lots of
people that do not like children, won’t have any, and do not care whether
it’s race suicide or not; they are living for themselves and their generation
and are not lying awake at night thinking about posterity.”44

Religious commentators amply supplemented this line of thought,
asserting that life was purposeless without a clear commitment to eternal
laws and enduring institutions like family, nation, or church. By the 1930s
this sort of religious traditionalism would dominate the much-reduced
ranks of American pronatalists. In Roosevelt’s time, however, many
“baby boosters” made their case in secular terms, as a defense of
America’s democratic progressivism. Roosevelt and his allies hoped that
Americans who no longer felt bound to divine or natural continuums
might respond to an alternate call to eternalize republican civil religion.
The licentious French may be “indifferent to the future,” as one patriot
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argued, but more should be expected of Americans, who “build their
greatness for posterity.” “Without family, without the loves and cares
and responsibilities of family, what is a man’s work worth? Without
a noble future, without a magnificent posterity to inherit the fruits of its
endeavors and to build upon them a yet nobler state –what is the nation’s
life worth?”45

Weaker views to eternity were especially dangerous in republican
America, where the nation depended on the self-reinforcing virtue of its
citizens. In other domains, rights might replace duties to noble effect, but
in reproduction, that transition threatened to undermine the rights-
granting society. “The current of public sentiment,” as one critic wrote,
“is in most serious danger of cursing its blessings.”46

The baby boosters’ reproductive traditionalism sat awkwardly with
the progressivism of many of their number. The progressive ethos was
neither mystical nor indebted to eternal orders. Progressives wanted
open-ended social improvement through technocratic leadership,
scientific discovery, and continual moral reform. Perpetual adaptation
was necessary for survival. “The worst evils we have to combat have
inevitably evolved along with the evolution of society itself,” as
Roosevelt wrote, “and the perspective of conduct must change from
age to age.”47

The progressive view of history created a series of apparent para-
doxes for secular republican pronatalists. Even as they asked one
another to adopt eternal time horizons, progress itself appeared to
spring from (and reinforce) the shortening of those horizons.
Progressives criticized Americans’ attention to the practical present
world, then turned and asserted that the same practicality was the
driving force of the country’s world-leading progress. They questioned
the sustainability of modern societies, then argued that modernity made
them worth saving. Though “modern times” and the spread of “human
will and choice” had caused the falling birthrate, one critic observed,
“this power to control” now appeared to work against “social welfare
and progress.”48

Birth control’s defenders, also progressives, seized on these contradic-
tions. Theyworked to shift the focus away from the scope of personal time
(did a person perceive binding commitments outside the immediate term?)
towards the direction of historical time (was a person modern?). Birth
control was good, they argued, because by common acclamation it was
associated with innumerable modern improvements. People with small
families were freer, wealthier, healthier, better educated, less dogmatic,
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and better able to control their worlds and contribute to progress.
The decline of mystical eternalism was a good thing for everyone – not
least the relatively few children born into prudent families. Practical
immediate-term outlooks and limited families, far from threatening pro-
gress, were preconditions of it.

This proved a strong argument, and one that would grow rapidly in the
decades to follow. Because everyone could agree that birth control’s
spread reflected “modern ideas,” “modern life,” “modern civilization,”
or “the modern spirit,” every perceived advancement in medicine, or
engineering, or wealth, also became a potential credit to birth control’s
legitimacy. Small families were an expression of “modern conditions”
which “all tend to discourage matrimony,” as one letter-writer put it.
Couples with few childrenmight be “calculating,” but they also expressed
a fundamentally American skepticism in the face of arbitrary antiquity or
dogma. “It is a thoroughly American belief that a life that is merely existed
is not worth living.”49

For most citizen observers, the spread of smaller families was an
expression of every change that separated the present world from the
half-remembered ancestral one. Older generations had been more awed
by the claims of eternity than those of history. Now people had a clearer
picture of the chancy and shifting worlds in which they lived. There were
obvious benefits to this clarity, but also a danger of spiritual myopia.
Hundreds of moralists thus tried to spell out the eternal’s value to
individuals, society, and even to progress. They believed such
a campaign might bring basic moral reform. A generation later they
would be less hopeful.

gender

With some exceptions like landlord discrimination, Americans tended
to explain the small-family trend in terms of sweeping intergenera-
tional moral-economic change. Narrower-gauge explanations seemed
insufficient. Virtually no one attributed falling birthrates to growing
availability or knowledge of contraceptive methods, for example.
Surprisingly few saw educational costs or content as a major factor.
High fertility among immigrants and the poor was not seen as a cause
of low fertility among the native middle classes, as in Francis
Walker’s “shock” theory. The idea that children were once economic
assets (on farms) but had since become liabilities (in cities) was
virtually absent.50
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Most notable in its absence was a clear conception of birth control as
revolution for and by women. The mostly male newspaper commentariat
did not see the small-family trend as strongly motivated by women or
associated with their interests (see Figure A.4). Pronatalists seeking cul-
prits for race suicide generally addressed themselves to both sexes, as did
liberalizers pinpointing beacons of progress. There was scant panic over
women’s escape from domesticity, pursuit of education, or special sus-
ceptibility to luxury. There was little celebration of women’s gradual
emancipation from domestic drudgery.

Instead, a majority of commentators never alluded to gender in any
way, even briefly, while another 11 percent specifically mentioned both
men and women as contributors to falling birthrates. The remaining third
associated falling birthrates with one sex or the other, often weakly.
Of these, three in five framed birth control as a women’s issue, two in
five as a men’s issue.

Male moralists of the period had little compunction about criticizing
specific faults in women’s behavior, including deficiencies of femininity or
maternal “warmth.” But critics saw men as well as women as culprits in
race suicide. Women had much to gain from a small family. But men were
understood as the original sinners in the sexual regime. More than
women, they sought out nonreproductive, nonmarital, recreational sex.
Men were more likely to be calculating individualists. They controlled
marriage proposals, and many critics saw declining birthrates as a result
of men’s reluctance to marry. Major contraceptive techniques were under
men’s physical control. As heads of household, husbands were liable for
their families’ material welfare. Censure for hungry or ragged broods fell
on them more than on their wives. “The responsibility for the neglect and
nonsupport of the children rests, in the great majority of cases, upon man
while the labor, privations, and pain fall upon the woman,” explained the
Chicago Tribune.51

Women commentators often sought to assert their sex’s special interest
in reproductive reform.Whereas just 18 percent of men spoke of women’s
agency – actual or deserved – in fertility decisions, 46 percent of women
did so. But whether these observers believed their fellow women were the
key determiners of fertility outcomes or should be was not always clear.
For example, when a female speaker derided “women who remain at
home, attend to domestic duties, and rear large families” as “primitive
squaws,” she clearly framed fertility as a women’s issue. But it was not
clear if she was making an observation about who controlled family size,
or who ought to do so. By contrast, few commentators seemed to think
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men should govern family size, though many believed they did, at least in
part.52

This ambiguity regarding female agency stemmed partly from the dis-
parity between women’s heavy domestic responsibilities and limited
power. The hour-to-hour rewards of a small family were greater for the
women, in terms of tasks and anxieties foregone. But women’s economic
and social dependency limited their authority over consequential house-
hold decisions. Meanwhile men, though their rewards were less immedi-
ate, exercised greater authority. That domestic power disparity, combined
with the widespread presumption of men’s relatively mercenary nature –
their irreligion, orientation toward worldly gain, and lack of “maternal
instinct” – made them no less suspect than women in the eyes of prona-
talists. The same power and pragmatism made them appear as potential
leaders to liberalizers.

Inattention to gender did not reflect the absence of gendered
divides in fertility motivation, but the perception that traditional
male and female roles – and their modern evolution – might influence
family-size preferences in either direction. Neither feminine nor mas-
culine norms provided moralists with clear, unidirectional clues as to
why families were shrinking. Women, as women, were pulled in two
directions. On the one hand, “the old feminine instincts” disposed
even “the new woman” to appreciate children. Women’s religious and
moral superiority lent them a clearer vision of the family’s higher
purpose, and checked men’s aversion to commitment and domestic
responsibility. On the other hand, natural “love of children” might
make mothers “anxious to have only one or two feel they could only
truly nurture.” Modern women also did “not believe,” as one woman
wrote, “that the price of motherhood should be freedom and the right
to self-ownership.”53

Men, too, were pulled in two directions. A man might wish to
carry on his family name. His paternity represented sexual potency
and full manhood, and he might take pride in a large family while
suffering few of its day-to-day burdens. But men were also rovers
rather than nesters, and avatars of the modernity’s cold calculation.
At worst they were serial seducers; at best, victims of “industrial
conditions which render it impossible for a large portion of the
young men in the community to marry.” These gendered crosscur-
rents helped ensure that as moralists surveyed their social worlds,
they made no necessary association of smaller families with either
sex or with any gender-specific complex of revolutionary ideas. Both
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sexes had compelling reasons to want children or avoid them, at any
number.54

Stronger than the case for women’s special agency in birth control’s
spread is the case for women’s greater urgency and sympathy in addres-
sing family limitation – regardless of ability to act. Women newspaper
commentators were much more likely to oppose pronatalism than men:
just 41 percent of women supported the president’s position (versus
57 percent of men) while 42 percent opposed it (versus 12 percent of
men). Female reformers had already distinguished themselves as some of
birth control’s few public advocates, campaigning for voluntary mother-
hood and in a few cases, penning defiantly anti-Roosevelt defenses of their
childlessness. “I am not prepared to say that I absolutely refuse to accept
the charge of motherhood,”wrote “A Bachelor Maid” in 1904, “but I do
refuse – and I have no words to express the loathing with which I regard
this idea – to be looked upon as a mere means of swelling the census
report.” “Such women as ‘The Bachelor Maid’ and I are products of
modern conditions,” added another anonymous reader. In the future,
this writer hoped, women could have both motherhood and freedom.
“Meanwhile, I deny the right of any one to criticize me who is not doing
something to lighten the pressure of those social conditions which have
forced this dilemma not only upon me, but upon thousands of American
women.”55

Women also differed in their views of birth control’s risks and
rewards, framing birth control as a health issue far more often
(26 percent) than men (7 percent). The physical danger of bearing
children and sometimes exhausting or dispiriting challenges of rais-
ing them gave women an extra incentive to limit their families.
“Women . . . are the ones most intimately and immediately con-
cerned,” as the progressive journalist Lydia K. Commander wrote
in 1907, after interviewing several hundred New Yorkers for a book
on race suicide.56

In any culture gender assumptions may become so naturalized as
to go unspoken. It is possible that, just as some Americans spoke of
“race suicide” without needing to clarify what they meant by “race,”
others spoke of smaller families without needing to specify that
women were responsible for that trend. “But,” Commander contin-
ued, “it does not appear that American men are more desirous than
women of large families.” One of Commander’s interviewees,
a doctor practicing among “people in comfortable circumstances,”
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guessed that “men probably on the whole desire children more than
women”:

Naturally theywould; they get all the pride andmiss the pain. But inmy experience
they are usually satisfied with two or three – often with one. Sometimes men
welcome a large family and will seem pleased over every additional arrival, but
they are the exceptions.

Another doctor did not believe “there is any considerable sentiment in
favor of large families among men. President Roosevelt would find
himself in a minority even among his own sex.” Commander’s female
interviewees backed up these accounts: “the majority of women with
whom I have personally come in contact confirm this evidence of
physicians.”57

Both women and men were essential to legitimizing fertility control in
America. Women might hold special power in demanding fewer children
due to the risks and demands of maternity. Men might spurn domestic
responsibilities or take hedonic views of sex. In most cases, however,
women andmen seem to have takenmoderately different routes to similar
conclusions about the value of children to a dignified and righteous life.
They moved on separate but broadly parallel tracks. As moral priority
shifted from imposing continuums to living, practical selves, children
became a greater burden on both parents. Rearing them became more
expensive and less cosmically valuable, not for men or for women in
particular, but for millions of modern people seeking dignity within
a society in flux.

conclusions

Demographers often note how “quietly” reproductive ethics changed
before the 1960s. That assessment is true of the early twentieth-
century United States in the sense that few Americans openly sup-
ported fertility control as a solution to social or personal problems.
And it is true in the sense that outspoken activism was less important
than private action in birth control’s rise to popularity and
legitimacy.58

But fertility change in the U.S. was not quiet in a general civic sense.
Particularly after Roosevelt’s “trumpet-blast protest” in 1903, popular
debate over reproductive ethics was vigorous. “Race suicide” became
a household term. Speculation on its causes and consequences became
part of the period’s civic furniture. “This is a pretty hard question for
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‘mere man’ or a mere newspaper to discuss, and it is much pleasanter to
talk and to write about other subjects,” as one editor wrote. But discuss
it Americans did. Race suicide seemed at once important and invisible,
apparent and impossible to explain. “It seems to be one of those vast,
slow, silent movements which pass almost unperceived at the time,”
wrote one critic, “but are more potent to shape the destinies of mankind
than war or policies which look so much more important to a near
vision.”59

The debate focused attention on the private evolution of moral con-
ventions that had long been taken for granted. It produced a few halting
proposals to rewrite those conventions in light of modern progress. But
most reaction was more conservative. Instead of reacting to smaller
families with the characteristic progressive optimism of turn-of-the-
century middle classes, American moralists mostly produced a sprawling
attempt to restate and reinforce “old-fashioned” virtues that appeared,
paradoxically, to be a precondition of further progress. “If it were possible
for the Post to be pessimistic as to the republic’s future,” the Washington
daily wrote, “a cause could be readily found in our social statistics.”
Democratic progress required the continued biological production of
democratic progressives.60

Themere fact that these codes had to be spelled out caused considerable
consternation among the pronatal majority: “when a people begins to talk
about the ‘duty’ of marriage,” one critic commented, “it is about time to
bring down the curtain.” Americans nevertheless proclaimed that duty
with passion, giving voice to a code that, in commonmemory, had formed
a basic moral backdrop to life during “the simpler days of the Republic.”
Men and women were born into reproductive debt. They were links in
a chain rather than finished products. Children were an individual grati-
fication but also a form of community and cosmic property. Good citizens
did what was necessary to perpetuate themselves, their families, and their
communities. They supported and celebrated their peers in this endeavor.
Without such a common view to the eternal, children would not be worth
the trouble.61

This fragile consensus emerged in public view only because it was
breaking down. With every year it seemed to hold less power to sway
action. “Why should men sacrifice to plant trees whose fruit they would
never taste?” one essayist asked. “I suppose we all settle the question for
ourselves,”wrote another, as if to answer. “And if one sins, that one, and
no other, will suffer.”62
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figure 2.2 Abortifacient tablets, early twentieth century. Courtesy Dittrick
Medical History Center, Case Western Reserve University.

figure 2.1 Three “female medicines,” early twentieth century. Courtesy
Dittrick Medical History Center, Case Western Reserve University.
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figure 2.3 Syringes used to apply douching solutions. Courtesy Dittrick
Medical History Center, Case Western Reserve University.

figure 2.4 Box of condoms, c.1931.
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figure 2.5 Postcard, c.1906. Courtesy Deanna Dahlsad.
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figure 2.6 Postcards, c.1905–10.
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figure 2.7 A family of fourteen from Emmett, Tennessee. Many large families
sent similar photographs to President Theodore Roosevelt, who often replied with
a note of congratulations. Richmond Times-Dispatch, Oct. 28, 1906.
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figure 2.8 Two-child family, Vermont, 1939.
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they have interfered with divine or natural orders. See Caroline Bledsoe,
Contingent Lives: Fertility, Time, and Aging in West Africa (Chicago,
2002); Jennifer Johnson-Hanks, “On the Modernity of Traditional
Contraception: Time and the Social Context of Fertility,” Population and
Development Review 28:2 (2002); Etienne van de Walle, “Fertility
Transition, Conscious Choice, and Numeracy,” Demography 29:4 (1992).

88. On anthropological findings regarding the value of children to society, and
specifically the idea that “an individual repays what he owes to oldermembers
of his descent group by producing new members for the group,” see Heady,
“Fertility.”

89. Philip Kreager, “Demographic Regimes as Cultural Systems” in David
Coleman, ed., The State of Population Theory (Oxford, 1986), 131.

90. Delbanco, Real American Dream, 6.
91. “Care of the Body,” Los Angeles Times, December 25, 1932. On the relation-

ship of values and attitudes to behavior, and varying sociological approaches
to this question, see Steven Hitlin and Jane Allyn Piliavin, “Values: Reviving a
Dormant Concept,” Annual Review of Sociology 30 (2004).“Values do not
act only as internalized schemata,” they write. “Values play an important, if
unarticulated, role in action . . . Values operate as guiding mechanisms. As
[Hans] Joas puts it, the ‘state of nature is not one of apathy’” (Quotation from
Hans Joas, The Genesis of Values (Cambridge, Eng., 2000), 106).

92. AvishaiMargalit quoted inDavid Blight, “TheMemory Boom:Why andWhy
Now?” in Pascal Boyer and James V. Wertsch, eds., Memory in Mind and
Culture (Cambridge, Eng., 2009), 238).

2 race suicide

1. Michel deMontaigne,Works, ed. and trans.WilliamHazlitt (London, 1845),
463.

2. The idea that single young women labored for “pin money,” not subsistence,
was a common trope in Gilded Age America. Van Vorst’s reports from other
towns took a darker view of women’s industrial work.

3. Mrs. John [Bessie] Van Vorst and Marie Van Vorst, The Woman Who Toils:
Being the Experiences of TwoLadies as FactoryGirls (NewYork, 1903), 82, 85.

4. Ibid., vii. On Roosevelt’s concern with falling birthrates from 1892 onwards,
see Thomas G. Dyer, Theodore Roosevelt and the Idea of Race (Baton Rouge,
La., 1980), 142–45.

5. Van Vorst, Woman Who Toils, viii.
6. “To Bishop Doane,” Boston Globe, January 27, 1905.
7. Life,March 12, 1903. Light humor about race suicide was common in news-

papers’ column-fillers, and in some towns and cities groups of schoolchildren
watched Roosevelt speak from beneath giant banners reading “No Race
Suicide Here.” Other issues remembered solemnly by historians were simi-
larly subject to newspaper wits: Anne Ruggles Gere observes that “the ‘new
woman,’” for example, became a “comic icon” in the popular press between
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Zone de texte 



1890 and 1920. (Gere, Intimate Practices: Literacy and CulturalWork in U.S.
Women’s Clubs, 1880–1920 (Urbana, Ill., 1997), 141)

8. “What is there in marriage that makes thoughtful people so uncomfortable?”
asked George Bernard Shaw in 1908. “The answer to this question is an
answer which everybody knows and nobody likes to give. What is driving
our ministers of religion and statesmen to blurt it out at last is the plain fact
that marriage is now beginning to depopulate the country with such alarming
rapidity that we are forced to throw aside our modesty like people who,
awakened by an alarm of fire, rush into the streets in their nightdresses or in
no dresses at all.” George Bernard Shaw, “Preface to ‘Getting Married’”
(New York, 1909), 12. Public discussion of fertility control was difficult
enough throughout the nineteenth century that many respected doctors and
sociologists entertained the idea that lower fertility might be the result of
physiological degeneration rather than voluntary action. See, e.g., Charles F.
Emerick, “Is the Diminishing Birth-rate Volitional?” Popular Science,
January 1911. Social critics used physiological explanations for falling ferti-
lity as arguments against the education of women, whose alleged over-invol-
vement in “nervous” or “brain” work led, they thought, to the
underdevelopment of their reproductive capacities. On Victorian medical
advice regarding fertility decline and “limited vital energy,” see Anita Clair
Fellman and Michael Fellman, Making Sense of Self: Medical Advice
Literature in Late Nineteenth Century America (Philadelphia, 1981), 75–87.

9. Charles Horton Cooley, Social Organization: A Study of the Larger Mind
(NewYork, 1911), 84. On newspaper circulation per household seeMelvin L.
DeFleur and Sandra Ball-Rokeach, Theories of Mass Communication (New
York, 1975). The “ritual” view of communication interprets media content
not simply as a means of transmitting information but as a forum where
readers construct and practice life rituals. See James Carey, “A Cultural
Approach to Communication” in Carey, ed. Communication as Culture:
Essays on Media and Society (New York, 2009 (1975)). For a review of
subsequent developments in the field, see John J. Pauly, “Ritual Theory and
the Media” in Robert S. Fortner, P. Mark Fackler, eds., The Handbook of
Media and Mass Communication Theory, vol. 1 (Chichester, Eng., 2014). In
order of frequency, the 605 articles came from the Chicago Tribune (151),
Washington Post (96),BostonGlobe (92),NewYork Times (89),Los Angeles
Times (57), Atlanta Constitution (49), Baltimore Sun (40), New York
Tribune (27), and Hartford Courant (4).

10. James Bryce, The American Commonwealth, vol. 2 (London, 1888), 263.
Bryce’s analysis has since been endorsed by contemporary scholars of public
opinion: “One thing is clear,” write Carroll Glynn and coauthors: “Bryce
understood – as no one before him really did – the very critical role of news-
papers in the communication of public opinion.” Carroll Glynn, Susan
Herbst, Garrett O’Keefe, and Robert Y. Shapiro, Public Opinion (Boulder,
Colo., 1999), 45; see also p. 93–102, 381–415. Scholars have sometimes
emphasized newspapers’ role in “manufacturing” public opinion – rather
than ratifying it – but we should not underestimate the press’s reflective and
populist role.“A text corpus is the representation and expression of a community
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that writes,” Martin Bauer argues. “Content analysis allows us to construct
indicators of worldviews, values, attitudes, opinions, prejudices and stereotypes,
and compare these across communities. In otherwords, content analysis is public
opinion research by other means.” Martin W. Bauer, “Classical Content
Analysis: A Review” in Martin Bauer and George Gaskell, eds., Qualitative
Researching with Text, Image and Sound: A Practical Handbook (Thousand
Oaks, Cal., 2000), 133–34. The view of newspapers as manipulators of public
opinion (on behalf of a capitalist class of advertisers) owes much to Edward S.
Herman and Noam Chomsky,Manufacturing Consent: The Political Economy
of the Mass Media (1988); Ferdinand Tönnies, Critique of Public Opinion
(1922); and to a lesser extent, Walter Lippmann, Public Opinion (New York,
1922). Lippmann noted, however, that “a newspaper can flout an advertiser, it
can attack a powerful banking or traction interest, but if it alienates the buying
public, it loses the one indispensable asset of its existence . . . Patronage of the
advertisers depends upon the editor’s skill in holding together an effective group
of customers. These customers deliver judgment according to their private
experiences and their stereotyped expectations.” (Lippmann, Public Opinion,
324, 333). On the tendency of historians to focus on newspaper’s biases and
inaccuracies, Robert Darnton writes that “newspapers should be read for infor-
mation about how contemporaries construed events, rather than for reliable
knowledge of events themselves.” Darnton, “The Library in the New Age,”
New York Review of Books, June 12, 2008.

11. The database is ProQuest Historical Newspapers. My primary search term
was “race suicide” – the phrase commonly used on all sides of the debate to
introduce the subject of birthrates and birth control. I supplemented this
search with another – “birth rate (and) family (or) children” – to rule out
the possibility of thematic or other anomalies. From the combined results I
excluded duplicates (such as wire service stories), very short items such as
column fillers, and over 100 short articles documenting the great size of a local
family but lacking analytic content (these articles often included a family
picture, plus caption, under the headline “No race suicide here”). On
Weber, Tenney, and other predecessors of content analysis, see Klaus
Krippendorff, Content Analysis: An Introduction to Its Methodology
(Thousand Oaks, Cal., 2013), 4–7. Some of the difficulties of using news-
papers for this sort of project before optical character recognition are spelled
out in Cynthia Goldstein, The Press and the Beginning of the Birth Control
Movement in the United States (Ph.D. diss., Pennsylvania State University,
1985), ch. 1. For a synopsis of elite magazines’ reaction to Roosevelt’s race
suicide pronouncement, see Gail Bederman, Manliness and Civilization: A
Cultural History of Gender and Race in the United States, 1880–1917
(Chicago, 1996), 202–5. Bederman argues that the Roosevelt-catalyzed race
suicide discussion “made it possible, for the first time since the eighteenth
century, for respectable American men to publically celebrate male sexuality”
and “probably facilitated the development of modern ideologies of gender, in
which sexual expressiveness became a hallmark of healthy manhood or
womanhood” (p. 205).
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12. I developed each frame using a “grounded theory” approach, refining cate-
gories as I notated the source documents, then returning to the documents and
notes for coding. Eleven frames I classified as “explanatory,” meaning they
implied a cause for fertility decline (Figure A.1). The remaining twelve were
descriptive or “other” (Figure A.2). Cases where this divide was not clear-cut
included gender language, which could be explanatory, and the “poverty”
frame, which included descriptions of large families as a phenomenon of the
poor and explanations which cast fertility control as a means of avoiding
poverty. Because the latter predominated, I classified “poverty” as explana-
tory. On the use of frames in historical demography, see John R.Wilmoth and
Patrick Ball, “The Population Debate in American PopularMagazines, 1946–
90,” Population and Development Review 18: 4 (December, 1992); Laura
Stark and Hans-Peter Kohler, “The Debate over Low Fertility in the Popular
Press: A Cross-National Comparison, 1998–1999,” Population Research and
Policy Review 21:6 (December, 2002); Stark and Kohler, “The Popular
Debate about Low Fertility: An Analysis of the German Press, 1993–2001,”
European Journal of Population 20: 4 (December, 2004). A notable applica-
tion of ProQuest-based newspaper content analysis to American cultural and
gender history is Estelle B. Freedman, “‘Crimes which Startle and Horrify’:
Gender, Age, and the Racialization of Sexual Violence in White American
Newspapers, 1870–1900,” Journal of the History of Sexuality 20:3 (2011).
One application of content analysis to U.S. gender history is Joanne
Meyerowitz, “Beyond the Feminine Mystique: A Reassessment of Postwar
Mass Culture, 1946–1958,” Journal of AmericanHistory 79:4 (March 1993).

13. Of the 605 articles analyzed, 304 primarily record the views of editors,
columnists, or reporters. Though these articles were usually unsigned, we
can assume male authorship for a large majority. The 301 remaining articles
record the views of non-journalists, such as public speakers or writers of
letters to the editor. Among working-class Americans, “the more sensational
newspapers . . . are the ones universally read,” observed one student of 200
working families in 1907 (Louise Bolard More, Wage-Earners’ Budgets: A
Study of Standards and Cost of Living in New York City (New York, 1907),
141).

14. Roosevelt to Albert Shaw, April 3, 1907, Presidential Addresses and State
Papers (NewYork,1910), vol. 6;W.E.B. Du Bois,TheNegro Family (Atlanta,
1908), 42. The same inattention to in-group birthrates prevailed among
England’s working classes – see Sian Pooley, “Parenthood, Child-Rearing
and Fertility in England, 1850–1914,” The History of the Family 18:1
(2013) – and in rural U.S. papers, which, like African-American papers,
gave “race suicide” minimal coverage, the term confined mostly to wire
service reports or reprints from big urban papers. In a sample of ten small-
town newspapers from a dairy-farming county in northern New York state,
for example, 130 articles on race suicide and birthrates were printed between
1903 and 1908, but just eight were produced locally: four editorials, three
articles about large local families, and one about county school enrollments.
Over the same period the German-language immigrant press largely ignored
the issue, though it covered the militarist cradle competition between
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Germany and France. Spanish- and French-language dailies were nearly
silent. Regarding the “one-quarter” estimate, the Twelfth Census of the
United States (1900) enumerated 8,883,991 “Negroes” (Census Bulletin 8,
p. 19), 1,471,332 non-English speakers (Vol. 2, p. 490), and 1,916,434 native
white illiterates over ten years of age (Vol. 2, p. 413). I use illiteracy as a rough
proxy for indigence because the U.S. government did not establish a standard
measure of poverty until the 1960s. Some commentators believed Roosevelt
and his allies addressed themselves only to “the better class” or “old
Americans”while others thought he was encouraging indiscriminate breeding
across the board – “mustangs” rather than “thoroughbreds,” as one colum-
nist wrote. Historians have generally characterized Roosevelt’s race suicide
campaign as patriarchal and racist, and that is partly true: Roosevelt expected
more domestic self-sacrifice from women than men, and reflexively addressed
his concerns to the enfranchised white majority. Roosevelt nevertheless
looked askance at many of his period’s prevailing racial theories, mocking,
for example, the “unconscious and rather pathetic humor in the simplicity of
half a century ago which spoke of the Aryan and the Teuton with reverential
admiration” (Theodore Roosevelt, “Biological Analogies in History,”
Romanes Lecture, Oxford, England, June 7, 1910). He called the racial
designation “Anglo-Saxon” “meaningless,” and was appalled that “many
of the European races which come to this country with traditions of large
families soon fall into the ‘American way’” (“The President,” Ladies’ Home
Journal, February 1906). Roosevelt’s racial liberality seems to have extended
only to people of European descent – not to “race differences as fundamental
as those which divide from one another the half-dozen great ethnic divisions
of mankind” – though he noted that it was “easy to forget how brief is this
period of unquestioned supremacy of the so-called white race.” Even a
“barbaric race” could “suddenly develop a more complex cultivation and
civilization” (Romanes lecture, 1910). On women’s domestic roles,
Roosevelt held both conventional and progressive views. He believed “the
primary duty of the husband is to be the home-maker, the breadwinner for
his wife and children, and that the primary duty of the woman is to be the
helpmate, the housewife, and mother” (“Address before the National
Congress of Mothers,” Washington, DC, March 13, 1905). But he also
supported a variety of women’s rights causes throughout his life, and framed
falling birthrates as a failure of “men and women,” rather than mothers
alone. On Roosevelt’s racialism see Dyer, Roosevelt; Gary Gerstle,
“Theodore Roosevelt and the Divided Character of American
Nationalism,” Journal of American History 86:3 (December 1999). On
the intersection of race and gender in Roosevelt’s thought, see Bederman,
Manliness and Civilization, ch. 5.

15. On Roosevelt’s doubts see Dyer, Roosevelt, 153. “It is very well to talk race
suicide, but there is a place for such talk, and that place is not in the columns
of a public newspaper,” one reader warned the Boston Globe (November 3,
1907).

16. “President on Race Suicide,” The Baltimore Sun, March 15, 1905.
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17. “NewBooks,”TheWashington Post, November 12, 1904; “NoRace Suicide –
Gibbons,” The New York Times, October 20, 1907.

18. “Everybody’s Column,” The Boston Globe, October 14, 1906.
19. “The Question of Race Suicide,” New York Tribune, April 13, 1903.
20. “Race Suicide,” The New York Times, September 25, 1905.
21. “Children Cost Too Much,” Los Angeles Times, December 9, 1905. The

Supreme Court decision was Griswold v. Connecticut.
22. Roosevelt to E.A. Ross, July 11, 1911, quoted in Ross, Seventy Years of It: An

Autobiography (New York, 1936), 243. On the emergence of two- or three-
child norm among northeastern Americans before 1900, and the demographic
validity of Roosevelt’s concerns, see Paul A. David andWarren C. Sanderson,
“The Emergence of a Two-Child Norm among American Birth-Controllers,”
Population and Development Review 13:1 (1987).

23. Throughout this book quantitative measures are meant to read comparatively
against parallel figures in this book, not as stand-alone indicators of public
opinion.

24. Notable economic theories of fertility include Gary S. Becker, “An Economic
Analysis of Fertility” in Becker, ed., Demographic and Economic Change in
Developed Countries (Princeton, 1960), Richard Easterlin, “The Economics
and Sociology of Fertility: A Synthesis” in Charles Tilly, ed., Historical
Studies in Changing Fertility (Princeton, 1978). A cogent review of economic
theories is included in Dov Friedlander, Barbara S. Okun, and Sharon Sega,
“The Demographic Transition Then and Now: Processes, Perspectives, and
Analyses,” Journal of Family History 24:4 (1999).

25. “Race Suicide,” The Baltimore Sun; “Race Suicide in Fact,” Atlanta
Constitution, January 24, 1904; “‘Immorality’ in Best of Menus,” Chicago
Tribune, January 22, 1905; “Discerns Causes of Race Suicide,” Chicago
Tribune, August 5, 1905; “Chicago Now Presents Race Suicide Problem,”
Atlanta Constitution, January 24, 1904.

26. “Some Great Problems,” Los Angeles Times, August 20, 1905.
27. “Race Suicide,” The Baltimore Sun; “Stork Not in Dollar Race,” Chicago

Tribune, January 4, 1907.
28. This “moral economy” was less overtly political than that described in E.P.

Thompson, “The Moral Economy of the English Crowd in the Eighteenth
Century,” Past & Present 50:1 (1971), where the same term helps explain the
actions of subordinate groups in response to economic changes they consider
unjust.

29. Arguments for integrating economic and ideational factors, rather than
opposing them, include David Kertzer, “Religion and the Decline of
Fertility: Conclusions” in Frans van Poppel and Renzo Derosas, eds.,
Religion and the Decline of Fertility in the Western World (Dordrecht,
2006); John Casterline, “Introduction” in Diffusion Processes and Fertility
Transition: Selected Perspectives (Washington, DC, 2001), 1–22. On the self-
replication of fertility behavior see Julia A. Jennings, Allison R. Sullivan, and
J. David Hacker, “Intergenerational Transmission of Reproductive Behavior
during the Demographic Transition,” Journal of Interdisciplinary History,
Volume 42: 4 (Spring 2012).
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30. Theodore Roosevelt, “Address to the General Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church,”May 16, 1908, in Presidential Addresses and State Papers
(New York, 1910), vol. 7.

31. “Everybody’s Column,” The Boston Globe, October 14, 1906; “A Georgia
Domestic Tragedy,” Atlanta Constitution, June 1, 1905.

32. “Mankind to Fly,” The Los Angeles Times, September 13, 1908; “AWoman
on the Race Suicide Question,” The New York Times, March 1, 1903;
“Children of Ghetto District,” Chicago Tribune, February 14, 1903;
“Topics of the Times,” The New York Times, May 13, 1908; “What People
Talk About,” The Boston Globe, October 6, 1906; “The President and the
Babies,” Chicago Tribune, March 17, 1905.

33. “A Plea for the Child,” The New York Times, September 28, 1902; “Old
Stock Will Disappear,” The Boston Globe, February 15, 1903.
Demographers’ attention has increasingly turned to this sort of “inner-
light” religious feeling, as opposed to more formal indicators like church
attendance rates. Second demographic transition (SDT) theory, for example,
attributes persistent post-1960 subreplacement fertility in the West to “the
reduction in religious practice, the abandonment of traditional religious
beliefs (heaven, sin, etc.), and a decline in individual sentiments of religiosity
(prayer, meditation, etc.).” Using values surveys, SDT theorists have corre-
lated relatively high fertility with, for example, their trust in churches or belief
in “the importance of God in life.”Ron Lesthaeghe and Johan Surkyn, “Value
Orientations and the Second Demographic Transition (SDT) in Northern,
Western and Southern Europe: AnUpdate,”Demographic Research 3 [2004],
51, 64. On the importance of shared cultural outlooks within and between
religious groups, as opposed to religious doctrine per se, see KevinMcQuillan,
Culture, Religion, and Demographic Behaviour: Catholics and Lutherans in
Alsace (Montreal, 1999) and Ernest Benz, “Family Limitation among Political
Catholics in Baden in 1869” in Renzo Derosas and Frans van Poppel, eds.,
Religion and the Decline of Fertility in theWesternWorld (Dordrecht, 2006).

34. Philippe Ariès, “Two Successive Motivations for the Declining Birth Rates
in the West,” Population and Development Review 6:4 (December, 1980) –
the essay that inspired for SDT theory – posits “immutable Nature” rather
than codified religiosity as the indispensable element in the “traditional
beliefs”which before the 1960s prevented Westerners from limiting fertility
more widely. In France, “even the atheists of the eighteenth century con-
demned [contraceptive practices] as a violation ‘Natural Law,’ the new
divinity,” writes Alfred Sauvy in General Theory of Population (London,
1969), 362. On naturistic pronatalism in early twentieth-century America
see Laura L. Lovett,Conceiving the Future: Pronatalism, Reproduction, and
the Family in the United States, 1890–1938 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 2007).

35. “Is Race Suicide Economic Agent?” Chicago Tribune, April 2, 1905; “Col.
Monroe’s Doctrine,” The Washington Post, March 18, 1903; “Marriage
Makes Men Brave,” Chicago Tribune, March 10, 1907; “City and
Children,” Chicago Tribune, March 26, 1905; “American Race Has
Reached Its Zenith, Educator Says,” Chicago Tribune, August 4, 1905. On
cities, overcivilization, and race suicide see T.J. Jackson Lears, No Place of
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Grace: Antimodernism and the Transformation of American Culture, 1880–
1920 (New York, 1981), 26–34.

36. “Aid to Race Suicide,” Chicago Daily Tribune, June 8, 1904; The
Washington Post,Mar 8, 1903. Landlords largely retained the right to decline
families with children through the 1970s.

37. American Architect and Building News, September 3, 1904; “A Great Man,”
The Boston Globe, November 15, 1905; “Childless Flat Is Legal,” Chicago
Tribune, June 7, 1905. Proposals to tax bachelors and childless couples also
came before various lawmaking bodies in early twentieth-century America –

including at least nineteen state legislatures – though few passed and perhaps
none were effective. See Marjorie E. Kornhauser, “Taxing Bachelors in
America, 1895–1939” in John Tiley, ed., Studies in the History of Tax Law,
vol.6 (Oxford, 2012).

38. “Little Talks with Big Men,” The Washington Post, December 3, 1905.
39. Janet Golden, A Social History of Wet Nursing in America: From Breast to

Bottle (Cambridge, Eng., 1996), 138; American Journal of Clinical Medicine
13: 7 (1906).

40. Roosevelt, “Mother’s Congress Address.”
41. Theodore Roosevelt, “Message to Congress,” December 3, 1906, in

Presidential Addresses and State Papers (New York, 1910), vol. 5; “Race
Suicide Inevitable,” The Washington Post, December 7, 1903; E.A. Ross,
“Recent Tendencies in Sociology,” Quarterly Journal of Economics (May
1903).

42. “Large Families or Small?” The Washington Post, May 1, 1903; “The
Characteristics of Theodore Roosevelt, the Man,” Washington Post, March
5, 1905. Another Roosevelt surrogate noted that the White House received
countless photos of large families, often with a “jocular inscription,” from
readers of “the comic weeklies.” The president was glad to receive these
“playful evidences of popular interest in what he has tried to say, although
in some cases they reflect painfully a misapprehension of what he really
means.” (“The President,” Ladies’ Home Journal, February 1906.)

43. “City and Children,” Chicago Tribune, March 26, 1905.
44. “Reviews of NewBooks,”TheWashington Post,November 12, 1904; “Little

Babe Bartered Off,” Los Angeles Times, July 17, 1904. In a popular 1905
advice manual for young men, Senator Albert Beveridge wrote “Your father
made the old home. Prove yourself worthy of him bymaking the new home . . .
What abnormal egotism the attitude of himwho says, ‘This planet, and all the
uncounted centuries of the past, were made forme and nobody else, and I will
live accordingly. I will go it alone.’” (Beveridge, The Young Man and the
World (New York, 1905), 152).

45. “France’s Race Problem,” The Washington Post, December 6, 1907.
46. “Roosevelt to the Mothers’ Congress,” The Independent, March 23, 1905.
47. Roosevelt to E.A. Ross, September 19, 1907, quoted in Ross, Sin and Society,

An Analysis of Latter-day Iniquity (Boston, 1907), ix–xi.
48. “Too Few Children in World,” Chicago Tribune, November 25, 1908.
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49. “What People Talk About,” The Boston Globe, March 30, 1906; “Race
Suicide,” The Boston Globe, February 14, 1903; “Trusts Bar to Babies,”
The Washington Post, January 5, 1907.

50. Though education fees surely factored into broadly “economic” rationales for
limitation, overall, commentators only mentioned education at the rate of less
heralded factors like housing discrimination.

51. “If Poor, Avoid Children,” Chicago Tribune, December 23, 1907. On men’s
breadwinning role and ambivalence about entering it, see StephenM. Frank,Life
with Father: Parenthood and Masculinity in the Nineteenth Century American
North (Baltimore.1998),83–112.Whena sonofLydia Pinkham tried topass out
flyers for hismother’s“VegetableCompoundandUterineTonic” topassers-by in
New York City, he found that men would accept the offer but women would
decline in embarrassment( Janet Farrell Brodie, Contraception and Abortion in
Nineteenth Century America (Ithaca, N.Y., 1994), 192).

52. “Primitive Squaws,” Chicago Tribune, March 8, 1903.
53. The Washington Post, September 25, 1904; “State Babies Advocated as a

Mercy to Mothers,” Atlanta Constitution, May 28, 1905; “Why I Have No
Family,” The Independent, March 23, 1905.

54. “Race Suicide,” The Boston Globe, February 14, 1903.
55. “Why I Do Not Marry,” The Independent, June 30, 1904; “Why I Have No

Family,” The Independent, March 23, 1905. For a similarly themed essay
from a man’s perspective, see “‘Race Suicide’ and Common Sense,” North
American Review, June 1903.

56. Commander, The American Idea (New York, 1907), 32. Also on women’s
differing interest and agency in family limitation see Carl N. Degler,AtOdds:
Women and the Family in America from the Revolution to the Present (New
York, 1980), ch. 8.

57. Commander, American Idea, 35.
58. E.g. Ron Lesthaeghe, “The Second Demographic Transition in Western

Countries: An Interpretation,” in Karen Oppenheim Mason and An-Magritt
Jensen, eds.,Gender and Family Change in Industrialized Countries (Oxford,
2003 [1995]), 21. Lesthaeghe is a key developer of the benchmark theory of
Second Demographic Transition (SDT), which uses large-scale values surveys
to describe a sea change in reproductive attitudes and behavior in the 1960s.
Before that decade (during the “first” demographic transition) parents across
the West altruistically focused greater economic resources on fewer children,
leading to below-replacement fertility. From the 1960s onward (the “second”
transition) this economic altruism was overlayered with a more hedonic,
existentially secure, spiritually questing moral regime, ensuring that fertility
stayed below replacement into the present. Sexual and gender revolutions,
plus generalized antiauthoritarianism, replaced child-centered “rationaliza-
tion” with self-actualizing “individualization.” SDT theory’s basic historical
narrative receives some support from early twentieth-century U.S. qualitative
testimony, but on a different timescale. In American moralists’ eyes familistic
altruism and “self-fulfilling” individualism were longstanding and overlap-
ping phenomena rather than sequential developmentswith a pivot point in the
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1960s. Observers saw both trends clearly in both the 1900s and 1920s–30s. In
arguing for two successive demographic transitions Lesthaeghe argues that
“the ‘one transition’ view simply blurs history,” but blurriness may be a good
metaphor for the attitudinal shifts in orientations towards self, society, and
the cosmos that abetted fertility transition. Though the “two transitions”
schema may be fundamentally valid as a broad cultural narrative, a messy,
ambivalent, reversible blur divides these two ideal types. On SDT and
American qualitative testimony see Trent MacNamara, “Why ‘Race
Suicide’? Cultural Factors in U.S. Fertility Decline, 1903–1908,” Journal of
Interdisciplinary History 44:4 (2014).

59. “Has the Small Family Become an American Ideal?,” The Independent, April
14, 1904; “Mrs. Frake on Babies,” The Los Angeles Times, December 9,
1905; “General Decline of Human Fertility in Western Nations,” Current
Literature, March 1906.

60. “Warning by Two Presidents,” The Washington Post, February 15, 1903.
61. “History from the Standpoint of a Biologist,” The Independent, April 30,

1903; “The President,” Ladies’ Home Journal (February 1906).
62. “Mr. G.H. Wells: The Prophet of The New Order,” The Arena (August

1906); “Everybody’s Column,” The Boston Globe, October 13, 1907.

3 sensible as spinach

1. Enid Charles,The Twilight of Parenthood (London, 1934), quoted in Jan Van
Bavel, “Subreplacement Fertility in the West before the Baby Boom: Past and
Current Perspectives,” Population Studies 64:1 (March 2010).

2. Francis M. Vreeland, “The Process of Reform with Especial Reference to
Reform Groups in the Field of Population,” Ph.D. dissertation, University
of Michigan (1929), 323. On newspaper opinion between the 1900s and
1930s, see Engelman, A History of the Birth Control Movement in America
(Santa Barbara, Cal., 2011), ch. 2, 4.

3. Note on chapter sources and methods. This chapter is based on a sample of
781 articles retrieved from the same database using similar search terms.
Fertility decline remained a subject of persistent press attention in 1927–
1935, but the absence of a catalyzing figure like Roosevelt or a singular
catchphrase like “race suicide” reduced the issue’s prominence. Perhaps
because commentators could no longer assume the same familiarity with the
terms of debate, fewer articles dealt in broad-brush moralizing, and more in
social analysis. As a result, classifiable causal explanations of any kind became
22 percent more common. This chapter therefore does not emphasize
increases in one casual frame or another unless they significantly exceed this
across-the-board rise. Though race suicide’s eclipse as a catchphrase was
partly made up by “birth control” (popularized in the late 1910s), article
retrieval required broader search terms in 1927–1935 – namely, at least one
term from each of the following two sets: (1) “birth control”; “birth rate”;
birthrate; contraception; “race suicide”; “prevent conception”; (2) children;
reproduction; procreation; family; families; motherhood; maternity;
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